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Luminate Companies Inc is an entrepreneurial investment fund seeking to invest and accelerate growth for a
Single Private Business in Ontario. We are looking for a committed seller seeking full or partial liquidity.

We are hands-on, growth-minded entrepreneurs who believe lasting success is rooted in integrity, passion, humility
and hard work. We will focus all of our time, energy, and capital into partnering with a transitioning owner to

operate and own a business for years to come. We are not a private equity firm, nor are we a strategic acquirer. As

we will only make a single investment, the business will have 100% of our focus. Yas Ali, our managing partner

will transition into full-time management, and we will add a strategic Board of Directors.

Operating Experience. First-hand experience growing and managing companies, from start-ups, to $1B brands. Track Record
of Success across: Management, B2B Sales, Enterprise Resource Planning, IT Implementation, Operations, Finance, Marketing

Successful Deals. Over the past 10 years, our partners have completed +20 partnerships and acquisitions across North America.

Long-Term Thinking. Focused on legacy preservation with no intention of exiting the business. Plan to be a full time part of

day-to-day operations, and give the business the care it needs.

Hands On Approach. We are not afraid to roll up our sleeves and do the work needed on the front lines. We are entrepreneurs
and understand the humble integrity it takes to build a business.

Focus on People. We sincerely believe that people are the main driver for a successful company. We look to retain employees
that have contributed to the success of the company.

Flexible Deal Structure. We will work with you to come up with a custom-tailored transition plan. Whether you want to
continue with the business, completely exit, or transition over time, we will work to minimize disruption to daily operations.

Accelerated Closing and Timely Transaction. Access to substantial capital resources, allowing for quick execution.

FinancialProfile

● Annual sales of $3M - $30M CAD

● Profitable with $1M+ CAD Operating Income

● 3+ Years of Profitability

● Recurring Revenue

IndustryProfile

● Traditional Business Services (B2B)

● Business Process Outsourcing

● Managed Services Providers

● Healthcare Services

BusinessProfile

● Strong product/service offering

● In operation for more than 5 years

● Location: Ontario, Canada

ManagementProfile

● Seeking full or majority sale

● Looking for less active role in day-to-day

● Wanting to ensure continuity in the business

OVERVIEW

OUR FOCUS

OUR DIFFERENCE

For more information, please visit our Website or Email Yas directly:

LuminateCompanies.com yas@LuminateCompanies.com

MANAGING PARTNER

Yas Ali is the founder of Luminate Companies. Having an entrepreneurial and operating background, he
is well-positioned to provide a succession plan for a private company. He is dedicated to devoting 100%
of his time and effort to leading the company, ensuring continuity for employees, partners, and the

brand. Prior to Luminate Companies, Yas founded and led an ice cream manufacturing company, which
he took to exit in 2020. Prior to this, he spent 6 years at Mars Inc, managing across: finance, B2B sales,
and marketing across a variety of categories. His last role with the organization was as the National

Portfolio Manager of Skittles & Starburst for the Canadian Market, where he led a team that drove double

digit growth in sales. Prior to this, he led the Sales strategy team for Mars Ice Cream, driving substantial growth and
leadership in ERP implementation. His early career included working in strategy at a light manufacturer and as a marketing
professional in the automotive industry. Yas earned his undergraduate from York University with a major in Economics and

his MBA from the George Washington University focused on Entrepreneurship and General Management.
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